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	Text8: 
	Comments: The Panel Chair recommends the passing of the Full Validation Review for GOES-18 L1b and CMI.  The Chair and the panel were impressed by the thoroughness of the presentations.   The panel did have some specific comments.1. The analysis showed that GOES-18 was generally better than GOES-16 and GOES-17 for all channels.  GOES-18 was shown to be stable for its radiometry and it's navigation.  The adjustments needed to meet specification for B2 and B5 were made by comparisons with VIIRS on NOAA-20, with these adjustments, all VNIR channels meet specification.  All IR channels meet specification as verified against comparison with IASI and CrIS.2.  The ABI Barcode Artifact (BA) remains a concern even though it dropped it magnitude in December 2022. Current analysis shows it to have negligible impact but the team is encouraged to continue to monitor its performance and gain a better understanding in  case it returns.3. ABI Caterpillar Tracks are attributable to dropped/missing L0 packets. This is a data reception and ground processing anomaly that manifests as an L1b data artifact. Ground WR 8538 “Frequent L0 Science Data Packet Loss Causing ABI Imagery Errors at WCDAS and CBU” is open to investigate root cause(s) of these packet drops. Current focus is on traceability to drop location, whether at RF, CCSDS packet reassembly, network transmission, or network reception.4. The CMI teams is encouraged to work with OSPO can included OSPO's tracking of the number of "caterpillar" events so that trending can be done and insights on the instrument and ground system health can be inferred.5. The VNIR calibration on GOES-18 is verified through comparison to  the analogous channels on NOAA-20.  Given the large adjustments needed to match the GOES-18 and NOAA-20 0.65 micron channels, this warrants continued studies on determining the absolute accuracy of the ABI VNIR channels.  No specific concerns were noted.


